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Sir Norman Lockyer
(1836-1920)

Spectrum of solar prominences obtained by Norman 
Lockyer during solar eclipse, W. Africa 1893
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Solar influences on climate
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• Why has this topic historically been viewed with scepticism?

• Why should we be concerned with it?

• Are there any solar signals in climate records?

• How much does solar energy vary? 

• Is solar variability responsible for “global warming”?

• Can we explain apparent solar signals in climate?

• The future??   
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Richard Morrison or “Zadkiel” 
(Punch, 1863)

Patrick Murphy 
(satirical engraving, 1838)
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Solar influence on climate: reasons for scepticism
C19th “astro-meteorology”
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Lawrence, Weather, 2000

The Sun-Climate Connection
(Did Sunspots Sink the Titanic?)

NOAA website, 2001

Solar influence on climate: 
over-stated claims
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Friis-Christensen and Lassen (1991)

Laut and Gundermann (2000)

solar cycle length

temperature

Causes of scientific scepticism: poor statistics 
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N.Atlantic ice flow-deposited sediment
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Bond et al, Science, 2002

NB  Be10 produced by cosmic rays: more when Sun less active
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Temperature in NW Europe

Eddy (1976)

NB  C14 produced by cosmic rays: more when Sun less active
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Solar variability & ENSO
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Roy and Haigh (2010)

solar max years
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Surface air 
temperatures
1889-2006
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Lean and Rind 2008normalized to a 0.1 K global temperature change

spatial patterns
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Solar cycle change in upper atmosphere

These changes are 
approximately 50% of the 
mean wind value
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Martin Jarvis
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Solar cycle in atmospheric temperatures

30 hPa geopotential height
(annual mean, Hawaii)

Labitzke and van Loon (2000)                             van Loon and Shea (2000)

750-200hPa thickness, 
3-year running average

solar 10.7cm flux

Upper tropospheric 
temperatures (July&August)
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Temperature profiles

Labitzke and van Loon (1986)
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Temperature changes over the 11-year solar cycle

Multiple regression analysis of zonal mean temperature, 1979-2000

Haigh (Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc., 2003)
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• Non-uniform.
• Warming in equatorial stratosphere, less towards the poles.
• Bands of warming in mid-latitudes.
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Solar cycle change in zonal mean temperature

NCEP data, Haigh (2003)         ERA-40 data, Crooks & Gray (2005)
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Solar cycle signal in westerly wind

mean

max-min
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• Weakening and poleward shift of the mid-latitude jets

Haigh et al (J.Clim., 2005) 
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How might solar activity influence climate?

Changes in total solar irradiance
Net heating/cooling of climate system.

Changes in solar UV irradiance
Heating the upper & middle atmosphere (+ozone chemistry).

- dynamical coupling down to the lower atmosphere. 

Solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays
Ionisation of lower atmosphere by GCRs

- effect on cloud condensation nuclei.
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Earth’s Energy Budget

Trenberth et al, 2008

Solar “constant” ~  1365 Wm-2 Solar radiation absorbed  ~  239 Wm-2
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Earth’s orbital parameters 
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Milankovitch climate cycles

NB current concentration CO2 ~ 388 ppmv

*
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Sunspot cycle

20 March 2000

21

11 June 2010

16 January 2009

http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/data/realtime/mdi_igr/1024/latest.html�
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Total solar irradiance (TSI)
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(Claus Fröhlich, PMOD)

measurements 
from satellites
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TSI “reconstruction” and 
solar radiative forcing of climate change
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sunspot no.

TSI 
estimates

1 (1 ) / 6
4

RF TSI TSIα= − ∆ ≈ ∆
due geometry due albedo

< 0.7 Wm-2 since 1700
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Radiative forcing of climate change
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IPCC, 2007
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IPCC
2007
GCM 
results
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Intermediate Complexity Model: sensitivity to forcings
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IPCC 2007 
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How might solar activity influence climate?

Changes in total solar irradiance
Net heating/cooling of climate system.

Changes in solar UV irradiance
Heating the upper & middle atmosphere (+ozone chemistry).

- dynamical coupling down to the lower atmosphere.

Solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays
Ionisation of lower atmosphere by GCRs

- effect on cloud condensation nuclei.
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Sun at different wavelengths vis-EUV
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Solar spectrum
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fractional 11-year cycle 
variation

Lean (1991)   
[adapted by Lockwood]

spectrally-integrated 
≈ 0.1%

100 %

1 %

0.01 %
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Mechanisms for stratosphere-troposphere coupling

Possibly: 
• act as a lid with direct impact on 

tropical convection and circulation. 
• have impact on upward 

propagating waves.
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How might changes in UV, with direct impact on 
the stratosphere, influence the troposphere?
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Study using a simple climate model

• Uses “Intermediate GCM”
– full dynamics but highly simplified physics

(so can try out ideas and do many runs cheaply)
– no orography

(so no planetary scale waves but still synoptic scale 
waves)

• Apply simplistic heating perturbation to the stratosphere:

Haigh, Blackburn & Day (2005) 

equator                               pole
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Simple model
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mean

solar
max - min

Heating applied ONLY in the stratosphere:

the jet weakens and moves polewards

Observations of solar impact  zonal wind
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E5 spinup temperature anomalies 11-day running means
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Outline of new mechanism:

Accelerations to zonal 
wind near tropopause

Changes in fluxes of 
wave momentum

Changes to Hadley 
circulation

Solar UV heats the 
stratosphere
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Simpson, Blackburn and Haigh 
(J.Clim., 2009)

Temperature gradients 
altered

feedback loop

Zonal wind 
accelerations at lower 

levels
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How might solar activity influence climate?

Changes in total solar irradiance
Net heating/cooling of climate system.

Changes in solar UV irradiance
Heating the upper & middle atmosphere (+ozone chemistry).

- dynamical coupling down to the lower atmosphere. 

Solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays
Ionisation of lower atmosphere by GCRs

- effect on cloud condensation nuclei.
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Solar influence on climate – the media view

March 2007
All global warming is due to 

enhanced solar activity 
reducing production of 
cloud by cosmic rays.

September 2006
Reduced solar activity 

will buy us time to 
reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions.
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http://www.channel4.com/science/microsites/G/great_global_warming_swindle/index.html�
http://www.channel4.com/?hpos=logo�
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“Cosmoclimatology”

?

Gray, Haigh & Harrison (2005)
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Cosmic rays and the spiral arms of the galaxy

More cosmic rays within 
spiral arms of Milky Way.

As Earth passes through: 
more CRs → more cloud 
→ colder temperatures (?)

?
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Shaviv and Veizer 2003

• CR dating from isotopes in meteorites
(curve distorted from previous paper)

• Temperatures heavily filtered
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Cosmic rays are deflected by the solar wind 
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A more active 
Sun means 
fewer cosmic 
rays reach Earth

Cosmic rays 
interacting with 
stellar wind 
(emanating from 
star)
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Proposed microphysical mechanisms for CR 
influence on cloudiness

Ion-aerosol clean-air 
mechanism

Ion-aerosol near-
cloud mechanism

Carslaw, Harrison and Kirkby, Science 298, 5599, 1732-1737 (2002)
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Unusual solar behaviour?
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Sunspot number derived 
from isotope content of tree 
rings :

solar activity over past 70 
years exceptional – such as 
has not previously occurred 
since >11,400 years ago.

(Solanki et al, 2004)
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Solar activity 
measures

all smoothed to 
remove 11-year 
cycle

Lockwood and Fröhlich 2007

sunspot number

solar cycle length

solar open magnetic flux

cosmic rays

global mean temperature

1900                           2000
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If Sun is now 
declining towards a 
Grand Minimum it 
is likely to take at 
least 100 years to 
reach Maunder 
Minimum-like state
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Conclusions

• Some poor practice has given the topic a bad reputation.
• Detectable solar signals in climate on many timescales.
• Solar-climate links important for attribution of causes to 

climate change, but recent “global warming” cannot be 
ascribed solely to the Sun.

• Magnitude of TSI, & variation in past, are not well known.
• Pattern of the solar influence on temperatures due to 

dynamical feedbacks.
• The influence of cosmic rays on cloudiness is neither 

proven statistically nor explained by physical 
mechanisms. 
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Hershel,  Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc., 1801

… more or less light and heat from the sun [may] be 
liable to produce a great variety in the severity or 

mildness of the seasons …

… when many things which are already known to 
affect the temperature of different countries … come to 

be properly combined with the results we propose to 
draw from solar observations, we may possibly find 

this subject less intricate than we might apprehend …
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